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Your excellencies, ladies and
gentlemen, dear friends,

It is my great honor to participate at the Shanghai Silk Road Health Forum and I
want to thanks Silk Road Cities Alliiance to invite me to be here today and acitevelly
participate in this Forum.
The phenomene of COVID 19 affecting all countries. In my country Serbia as in
practically in all Europe there is a new wave of pandemic. We are very disposed to
cooperate with all countries in the world and especially under the framework of the
World Health Organisation to fight together the korona virus and bring with common
efforts the optimal solutions in this battle.
Concerning the introduction of good methods and experience of epidemic prevention
in Serbia has been opened Covid clinics in which the population can come and can
make tests on korona virus. The infected persons are sent in KOVID hospitals having
in view the seriousness and degree of infection and health condition. The crisis
headquarter for Kovid which was introduced on the level of the country every day
held the conferences about the number of the infected persons and places and cities
where the infections are serious and where the infected are situated, Having in view
those informations the capacity of the hospitals have been enlarged or reduced
having in view the objectives needs. In all means of traffic transportations and closed
places it is obligatory to wear the mask and there is a ban of gathering more than 40
persons with strict and obligatory distance. On the airports and border crossing to
the citizens it is measured the body temperature and they are given the instructions
about the further procedure in a case that they have the symptoms of korona virus.
If it is proved that in the companies or schools have infected people we closed them
and the infected are sent in isolation. The schools or some departments in the
schools pass over on the online education. In laboratories of the clinic centers we
make nucleic acid tests which do you need to have to travel in other countries. Covid
hospitals in Serbia are transformed in the system of treatment advised by the
Chinese experts and doctors. Also it is advised to wash the hands, desinfections of
the spaces and having the distance. The celebrations and gathering of more than 40
people are forbidden. The working time of the caffes and restaurants is limited to 11
p.m. and the working time is changible having in view the number of infected people.
Serbia is always ready to consult in the fight against the Covid with the foreign
medical experts and specially with the Chinese who are the best organized in the
battle against COVID and have the best results.
China has donated medical equipment and protections means and ensure on optimal
prices the sold of the resoirators. This equipment was not only have been donated by
the Chinese State but also by the companies and Chinese citizens. China has sent the

assistance to the Serbia in a view of respirators and tests, masks and other
protections materials. Serbia is greatfull for this donations. The Chinese experts
donated to Serbia the most modern technology of two laboratories which are making
the test on PCR method and this equipment was donated by the Chinese Institut BGI
in the framework of the project Firy eye and enormously contribute against the fight
of korona virus. Those laboratories can make 3000 tests per day and having in view
this it is introduced the control on the sources of epidemic. The laboratories are
situated in Belgrade and Nis and this is a project which China is conducing on the
frame of the Initiative Belt and Road. This is the two most moderns laboratories in
Europe for testing and in which it will be conduces the most contemporary
technologies in analysis of nucleic acid. Serbia is greatfull that China choose this way
for helping the Serbian people. We are geratful to the Chinese isnstitute BGI,
Tencent Charity Fond and Zijin Mining Company for the donations of those
laboratories. Also the Chinese team of medical experts spent 6 weeks in Serbia and
gave great help to our country in fighting corona virus. They fight COVID 19 in
Vuhan and come to Serbia from the first line of front. China and Serbia are not only
partner in the common fight against korona virus but they are partners on the way of
the economic recovery of Serbia. For us it is very important the cooperation in the
framework of the Initiative Belt and Road and mechanism 17+1 China – CEEC.

